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The Defense Advisory Committee on Women in the Services*
was established in 1951, under the Assistant Secretary of Defense
(Manpower ), to provide the Department of Defense with "advice
on matters pertaining to women in the armed forces—obtaining
women for the services
,
retaining them, utilizing their capa-
bilities,..." The first objective set by the group was to
assist in a unified recruiting campaign. The goal was to
get 72,000 more women in the armed forces by June of 1952.
When the Korean armistice was effected in 1953 the
Committee and the Assistant Secretary of Defense (Manpower)
agreed that the work that had been started by the Committee
in increasing public awareness of the role of women in the
armed forces should not be lost. Accordingly, in January 195^
the Defense Advisory Committee on Women in the Services be-
came e continuing committee, subject to periodic review. The
functions of the Committee are delineated in Department of
Defense Directive 5120. Ik:
*
The Defense Advisory Committee on Women in the Services
will be referred to interchangeably as DACOWITS and the Committee.
^History of the Defense Advisory Committee on Women in
the Services
,
(Secretariat, Defense Advisory Committee on Women
in the Services, Washington, D. C, undated), p. 1. (mimeo-
graphed)
-fna ho
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A. Interpret to the public the need for and the
role of women In the armed services. Encourage
the acceptance of a period of military service as
a citizenship responsibility by qualified women
and emphasize the responsibility assumed by all
components of the Department of Defense as to
the effectiveness and well being of the service
-
woman. Activities of the Committee shall be
in support of, although not contingent upon,
the recruiting objectives for women in the
individual services,
B. Advise the Assistant Secretary of Defense
(Manpower) and the military departments, as
requested , on matters relating to the women
in the services. In this connection, individual
Committee members or groups of members may be
called upon to conduct special studies in such
areas as procurement, training, utilization,
housing, health and welfare.1
The use of highly placed volunteers, particularly by
non-profit organizations, is an accepted public relations tech-
nique. Obey become identified with its objectives, and will
frequently bring in additional support by their crusading among
their own friends. "With their intimate knowledge of the organi-
zation, and the prestige of being a part of it, the volunteer
workers will defend it against all critics. And they will be
convincing because they have no selfish interest in It."2
In this study, which will concentrate on Function A, we
shall discuss the selection of women for appointment to the
Defense Advisory Committee on Women in the Services. We shall
see how the members of the committee become "experts" on the
nJ. S. Department of Defense Directive 5120.14. Defense
Advisory Committee on Women in the Services , July 13, 1962* p. 2.
2Raymond Rich and Charles M. Swart, "Public Relations, For
Nonprofit Organizations," Public Relations Handbook (2nd ed), ed.
Philip Lesly (fciglewood Cliffs, H. J.: Prentice-Hall, 1962), p. &
MM .it:- tOt :', SlliiUC Sti; • ~',-i':& fill






3subject, so that coupled with their audiences' acceptance of
their trustworthiness they will be considered credible. Since
part of their assignment is to influence the attitudes of the
public toward women in the services, we shall endeavor to
find an Indication of Just what those attitudes are. We
shall look at the Methods of communication used by the members
to Inform the general public about women in the services. And
finally, based on the foregoing, we shall reach same conclusions
and make some suggestions for the future direction of the
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5to the Secretaries of the Array, Navy and Air Force
inviting thesi to nominate woven for membership. Normally this
invitation includes a listing of states from which nominees will
be considered, in order to give due regard to geographical
representation. About 196*2 the practice was initiated of in-
cluding a suggested format for presenting the information on
nominees. This was instituted in order to assure receipt of
minimum information needed } and to provide some degree of con*
sistency. She form requests the nominee's name, address, occu-
pation, education, organizational memberships with an Indication
of offices held, and any prior military service. Since the
institution of the form it has been found that respondents
illy limit themselves to this Information.
The Secretaries are not restricted to the number of nasi-
they can submit, and annually there are ten to twenty times
more nominations than there are vacancies. How the Secretaries
obtain nominees is not questioned by the Assistant Secretary,
but it is known that the request for nominations is passed down
the Service Secretaries' chains of i i.s—ml to various commanders
throughout the United States.
Mashers of the Committee who are serving their third year
and will rotate off the Committee at the ex^ of the calendar year
are also invited to nominate women for membership, and are pro-
vided forms identical to those given the Service Secretaries.
Nominations are not solicited from other than the above sources,
A vntt
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6but are accepted from others. She most usual sources of unso-
licited nominations are the President, members of Congress, and
former members of the Committee .
For membership on the Defense Advisory Committee on
Women in the Services., persons are needed who are actually in-
fluential in attitude and opinion formation and change in their
community and/or their profession* In a study done for the
World Peace Organization, Alfred 0. Hero identified the various
levels of community decision-makers and leaders. 1 Members of
the top circle were usually born in the community, or have re-
sided there for over a generation. They are generally between
k-3 and 65 years of age, Protestant, Anglo-Saxon even if the
majority of the community is not, ware born into at least the
upper-middle class, and have college educations. They own sub-
stantial stock, serve cm one or mere boards of directors, or
belong to the family of a senior industrial or business leader.
Women are seldom on the top level, and when they do appear are
relatively low in rank and confine themselves to charitable sad
civic activities. However, only a minority of the persons in a
ecsmrunity who fit the above description «*re found on the top
level; others are on the second or lower levels of influence.
To find the minority on the top level requires an analysis of
the specific community.
^Alfred 0. Hero, Oniv seders in American Communities
(Boston: World Peace Foundatl 59), PP» 8-3
vxm
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7Some types that are almost never in the top level are:
(l) clarQflaan, civic leaders, and "do goodera" gjeaeralJy; (2)
editors of newspapers, Managers of radio and television stations,
and other top "hired men" in mass media and voluntary organi-
zations $ (3) leaders of ethnic roups; (k) presidents and faculty
—ill urn of institutions of higher learning, intellectuals gener-
ally, aad people who are overt!.; critical of the local social
system; (5) people less than 35 years old; (6) specialists in
most fields other than law, business, and Industry (and, in rural
sections, agriculture); (?) retired public servants who made a
reputation elsewhere, such as generals, admirals, and diplomats;
(8) labor leaders; (9) local professional and service organissatioiui»
Some individuals in these categories are found as members o the
second level where they tend to exercise more specialized influence
than do the top leaders.
Top leaders of a community focus their concern >rh»arl3y,
frequently exclusively, on local questions. More concern with
information about the outside world is found on the second and
lower levels of influentials . Among the leaders on the second
level are leaders in the various professions, normally collect
Some may have come from l^rer-taiddle-class back-
.
T[\e- include prominent physicians, chiefs of public
health, directo lar^e hospi occasional clergyman
from a leading chureh, public relations raen, senior bankers, a
very few t tare, ^residents of r -ely distin-
guished colleges and universities (usually not teachers* colleges)
. mttM •»." (i
)





3the senior leaders of some ethnic groups., though m
leaders, sometimes the superintendent of schools, proprietors
of large department ntores, otfnern of smaller industries and top
level executive personnel of 1. hatrnen and other
influential board members of never and ise less powerful
corporations, and leaders in professional fields of practical
Importance to the community, A small minority of women In
commmitles operate at this level, almost exclusively in
fields of public health, education and civic activities
•
Member the third level are not as clearly delineated
as the first two. They are much taore lieterogenous, and may in-
clude persons in man: hi occupations listed for the
level. ' t this level, too, are frequently found educators,
paper editors, top local politicians, labor leaders, prominent
ethnic rproup leaders, service group leaders, and leaders of a
few professional organizations.
Hero says that the expertise and concern of the top
level leaders is focused primarily on local questions. Although
members of second and third levels are also primarily concerned
with local problcns, a minor ,aem are relatively concerned
and informed bou* the outside , and still are enough in-
volved with community and local relationships to have rapport
with tl ders who are prime ocally oriented. Since
in the r m be a local issue, it would
that al . the membership might include an
'"
'.*
occasional second level leader vho was concerned with the out-
side vorld, it should consist mostly of third and lover level
leaders.
Women selected for membership on DAC0WBB6 are generally
on the same level of influence as the editor or publisher of
the local papers, the Managers or owners of the radio and tele-
vision stations, and the president or other high official of the
local collages or universities. Thus they are able to open doors
for the women recruiting and public information personnel. They
can use their influence to have the mass media pu e infor-
mation on programs or personnel of the armed forces. They can
help open the doors to colleges, to make it easier for the women
recruiters to get information to the women students on opportui
ties in the armed forces. The members are on the same influence
level as the mayor or (governor, or someone who hoe his oar, so
that they cam appeal for the inclusion of women in the services
in appropriate ceremonies*
To identify the leaders of a community, ask Individuals
who are active and informed issOlurn of the community to identify
persons who affect decisions in fields of concern to the inves-
tigation* If those people are unable to identify the loaders in
question, they can generally direct you to nomaone woo can* Hero
suggests that the investigators combine the lists of suggestions,
indicating the source of information and the frequency of mention
for each person, and then gather a panel of those with the greatest
\i /•. . >f- : .:. HJ|
'
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number of Mentions. These people in turn can name a specified
number of leaders, based on the criteria in question* Fran the
resulting list, ask the people named on it to rank the
according to influence. There vill generally be close
on about the top fifty percent. 1
If you simply ask members of the community at large to
name the influentials, the;- tend to name those meat often ap-
pearing in the newspapers or on radio or television plus those
occupying public offices. The less active an individual is in
community affairs, the less valid vill be his nmesemsnl of the
identity of community leaders . The most valid are those eval-
uations made by persons in intimate contact with the people
bein- evaluated, sal who are themselves either on the same level
of influence or on the level Immediately above er below. Few
individuals can accurately assess their own influence, usually
tending to overestimate it. Also, to determine the leaders of
particular subgroups, yv must ask members of that group. Mon-
members seldom are able to make accurate evaluations, generally
naming the spokesman for the group, who is not necessarily the
influential.2
There are several problems in selecting influentials for











The information supplied on the nominatinp: toram is minimal,
end does not allow fine discrimination. Although & proportion
of the msmhUTn of the Committee are supposed to be women in-
fluential in professions, nominations from Service Secretaries
are predominant] eople influ the community. This
in part explains why at various times the Committee will not
have a dietitian, occupational therapist, or pnysical therapist
even though those are the three fields comprising the Medical
specialist sections of the services. Most of the nominations
for these specialties and for nurses come from retiring Com-
mittee members and from the directors of the military sections
concerned with the specialties. In some cases nominees are
nominated as a reward for some service performed, end not
necessarily because of their el.ility to perform the services
desired by the Committee. This is a consideration particularly
on nominees received from a politieel source. Another situation
which occurs, fairly infrequently, is that a local command, either
through disinterest or lack of time, will submit tae seme names
year after year, There is then the question of whether or not the
leaders and influentials in that area have changed, even though
the nominees have not. A final problem in the consideration of
nominations received, particularly from the Service Secretaries,
is the consideration of whether a woman is influential in the
community in her own rifdrt, or Is the wife of en influential with
no influence of her own. When a women is recommended as s civic
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leader, but the list of organisations of which she is a member
has held office is particularly oparse, this possibility should
be considered. Although in some cases the husband's name pro-
vides an entree, the woman must be able to maintain "whatever
advantage that gives her.
Husbands who are influential may be indoctrinated to
assist in the work of the Committee. In 1957 onG husband w
a member of the Joint Civilian Orientation Conference, a
prestigious group. After the tour of military installations, he
sent a letter to the Secretary of Defense, with a copy to the
Assistant Secretary for Public Affairs, to the effect that they
did not see any service women on the tour nor were they told about
the importance of women in service. He mentioned in his letter
that he was particularly aware of this because his wife was the
Vice Chairman of DAC0V7ITS. Bie fact that he felt strongly enough
about it to write helped remind the Secretary, and his assistant
responsible for so much of the publicity on the services, th
they should not forget that they have women as an integral part





II. MEMBERS BECOME EXPERTS OH "WOMEN IB THE SERVICES
In order to implement objective A of the Directive-
Interpret to the public the need for end the role of women in
the firmed forces--it is necessary that the Coma ittee have members
vho have credibility vith their proposed audiences. The commu-
nicator of a message is judged by his audience on expertness and
trustworthiness . An individual's disposition to accept a con-
clusion advocated by a given communicator will depend in pert
upon how veil informed and intelligent he believes the cosnuni-
cator to be. 1
If the aembsrr of DACOWITS are to be considered experts
on the subject of vomen in the services, they must absorb a wealth
of information about women in the aimed forces. This is accom-
plished in the ways discussed in the following paragraphs.
Martiim attend semi-annual meetings in Washington, which
generally begin on Sunday afternoon and end on Tuesday afternoon.
Throughout the meetings the Directors of the women in the armed
forces (line, nurse, and medical specialist) ere present. They
make formal presentations to the members during a scheduled part
of the program, and during the rest of the meeting they become
*C. I. Hoviand, I. L. Janis and H. H. Kelley, Communication
and Persuasion (New Haven: Yale University Press, 1953), p. 21.
,:: /
-
rcq.uair.ted with the members tmt ns ace), provide
additional information.
Duri: meeting the nxs.. re addressed by the
Ace •;. ry of Defense (Manpower) j -who include is
talk information on the subject of vomen in the services. !Ehe
members also meet other high off-: of the staff of the
Secretary of Defense and of th ncheoos,
coffee breakr tions whore they can hear the opinions
of these of about waawi in the armed forces . 5his dire
contact vith hi h officials, mostly me comments made by
them that the members can %uote, add to the expertness of the
members. Till: also a&es to the the message
since women are sensitive to t< i^rts and attit t men.
After each semi-annual meet n orientation trip is
to a mil retaliation, generclly a training center.
the members not only talk vith the officers and super-
visors, they meet the enlisted women and have a chance to con-
verse informally with them, out of hear the officers.
When possible, each member meets an enlisted woman or officer
from her own geographical area. Ttet members are shown the
living areas of the women, and share a meal with them in the
mess hall. Thus, when the member. caking about women in the
services, she can say that she has seen for herself the areas
where they live, eat, and are trained; that she has talked both
with the women bein .ned 02 jrk, and with their instructors
U0t
.
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or supervisors. Stoe is not bas In her opinions on just what
she has been told by high officii Is who mi^ht be considered
anxious to Malm e good impression. One e&ucrtor on the Com-
mittee reported.: "When people of worth con testify knowing
the Directors of the women's branches of the service <an& have
visited the training centers and can say 'I've seen and I've
met fine specimen of womanhood in training* it is impressive."
Another member reported "I have had many opportunities
convince professional., and non-professional people, of the
very fine leadership which is available in these armed services;
my statements are based on my association with the administrators
of these groups which met with us on various occasions in Wash-
ington*. .
"
In addition to these scheduled Committee visits, members
are encouraged to visit bases near their home, and they are
assisted in visiting bases in areas which they may visit, in-
cluding oversees areas. The foreign areas most frequently
visited are Snrope and Japan, but one enterprising member in-
cluded Korea in her vacation itinerary, Just to see the areas
where servicewomen were stationed, and was helpful through her
talks with the local senior officers in improving the living
conditions of the women stationed there*
Some of the members have considered the visit to bases
such a good tool for obtaining better understanding and accept-
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Other in >f materials: a F
Sheet on e a ten major in -which women are
serving (Army., Marine «, Kfev ie components
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Kavy, ta Force
aed' , insignia; pay chert;
>duced hy educational oppor-
tunities available throii£4i 1 *; ead corbies of some
lett ther meml;-- e ddes
.
ded to moribc: their
request, or when informati received "by the Secretariat thrt
they : 1 old be vc a wBtaoers . Bach member is
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also provided copies of all lone produced by DACOWIf
Birou^h the 4m of having Sk
ice women of all grades, meet ;& men and women,
visit areas where service wornc: I work, and ti iding
a plethora of varied types 1 about women in
the services, the masters of DACOtfXXS receive enough information
to cake then knowledgeable on the subject of women In the aerv-
ices. However , the f: spect is for there to be visible
evidence that the member is sore then a self-appointed exper
thrt she is reco od by the Department of Defense as a spokes-
man. Ttii v is pr . in four primary "ways: each
member receives » formal Certificate of iqapeintwent signed by
the Secretary of Defense; each receives a plastic briefcase with
her nose and the abbreviation "DACOWJSB" stamped on it; the
Department of Defense releases to local newspapers the news of
the member's appointment to the committee, with subsequent arti-
cles on her attendance at meetings and pictures of her with
servicewomen; and the members are provided with Committee
terhead stationery and official envelopes for use ii
Oanittee business. At the suggestion of the amber ;he
Committee, another visible evidence of their official connection
. the Itepartaerrc of Defense was add» Ml is 1
piece of Jewelry -which may be obtained either as a pin or v
a loop for use on a charm bracelet or wor chain around, the




', Lob the eagle with thunderbolts in it m,
similar to the symbol of the Department of Defen^ bttft
letters DACCK/HES on the face. It was approved by the Ite j&rtment
of Defense for individual purchase by the members, at no r irimim
to the gcwwruaeirt . Oils serves n
as having a a the Department of Defense, but is of
a type to attract attention vhen worn,, and will frequently ser
for the Member as a conversation opener* the tai the
attention of a person and H rson then asks about it, it
has served as a etijBulus and helps to crash thr< person's
perceptual barrier. TSiere will then be some information passed
from the communicator to the receiver ou the subject of DftCGWOBS
and possibly women in the services. Although it w have
an immediate effect, the L stimr JUL he : /er
to retain the information and there mey be a sleeper effect, so
that at some time in the future the receiver wil the DACOblSS
aemher for additional information on the subject. aince
the receiver was the one 'who inquired about the DACGH226 pin, the
member cannot be considered to have be influence the
receiver,
dis interpersonal coaammicati often more effective
in transmitting ideas for the following reasons: (l) personal
co: ch associates take place for mundane, non-abetre
3*io Lerbinger, "8eeinv and IJ—iirturliMj" (School of Public




J.al purposes, perraitti art and casual "but close
relations; (2) aost -Americans are more strongly affected by-
people than issues; (3) i .cult to "few a
friend than an orphan of the MM madia; (h) in conv
you can discover the receiver's 1. nal or oaotional preju-
dices on the subject -ut.
1Her

III. PUBLIC ATTITUDES TOWARD WGNW IV AGS S3WICES
Shortly after the foi ra of DAC0WIT6 a st
ducted by tbD American Institin Lie Opinion to ascertain
the public attitude toward ser taen. Preliminary rec
of the survey (SUHVIX kSjK 52) were Given to the
ccuaittee in February. The re ire based on responses
given by a cross-section s< 'aaerican voting publi .
There is no record that any further results were In
considering it muc t in mind th; che
time the survey -was conduct mm mrnjtfgtri in the
Korean War end was in the middle a recruit ash, wto
would tend to put military l mre favorable pers-
pective. The basic question ws
If you h i.3ter ufjhter—say 20 years ol
vould you favor or oppose her joining the WAC, WAVES,, or




Qualified and no opinion 11$
It was reported that there was a slight tendency for
better-educated persons to be more favorable than those with
less education to the idea of a kinswoman Joi; foe services.
Women viewed the prospect with sli^itly more favor than ta
:'-
;
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It shovild also be noted that by lncludlnr the age figure of
"20" this would exclude the collet graduates—the potent
officers—from consideration, this is particularly important
vhen you conaider that enlisted women are Resigned to the Jobs
traditionally considered suitable for women--clerical, adminis-
trative, etc, on the perfor ^vel1—while women officers
warn r ::; i employed in the supervisory positions normally
reserved by our society for men* It is not unreasonable to
assume that the "Favor" >ercentagee would be lower for potential
women officers.
the respondents to survey U85K mere also asked to state
in their own words the advantages to a woman in joining the armed
forces. Responses to this question reflected the recruiting
•Weals being used. Major categories of response were: education
and training; travel; character building ; patriotic reasons; and
other interesting experiences, such as meet new friends, gain
variety of new experiences, develop a broader outlook, and get a
husband. Twenty-nine percent of the respondents said that there
nere no advantages, or that they didn't know what they were.
The respondents were also asked to state the disadvantages
to a woman in joining, the most frequent response to this cen-
tered around the stereotype of immorality and loose living which
have been attached to the women in the service. HaJor categories
^Rational Manpower Council, Womanpower (Hew York: Columbia






of response were: inmorality; .ition from home and family;
and hardship and danger. Thlx- t there
were no disadva; jy didn*t know iey were.
A survey made by the Social Science Beseareh Center of
2^5 women at Cornell Univer ;o in 1952, is of intere
in considering fcne attitude oilege woman, ffiils was
limited to students at Cornell University, so it cannot be
considered more than an indication of the i >ie of other
women in the Unite: a the fact that it was done
while this comxi • r would have a definite in-
fluence on I itude. The following que a and
responses are taken from tl 1:









10 Yes, very serl
•
f somewhat seriously
173 Bo> I haven't
k Ho answer
Bo you think your parents -vrould approve or disapprove








How aany women do you aoaally who ore In
the women 1 . armed ser
1 tag
JUL HHflfl
105 Only a few
127 Some
1 Kb tmmme






IT ther -JUL be a draft of wooer, inti




72 ic.v :" .
Dislike fairly much
Dislike wry much
3 ii , HMMW
In the Cornell survey it is revealing to note the response
of the yoimg women when asked Iff they believed their parents
would, approve or disapprove of their Joining the service. In
thio instance 13 felt their parents vould approve, lS2 disap-
prove, and kQ neutral. This answer could have a greet bearing
on the others given. In particular it would affect whether or
not the young women had ever seriously considered joining the
service. VThiie mmr/ parents will accept any of mmmrous voc
tions their daughters may choose, and would consider themselves
quite liberal in connection with whether or not they tried to
govern their daughi •, parents may have such ne
-m .
i.'C '
feelings toward particular occupations that their dnutfiters
would dismiss them without seri.us consideration, indeed
poeslbty without realizing they were being influenced. This
would indicate the importance of the parent* • attitudes on t
selection of career fields.
Much of the work done by QACQWEF rovide more informa-
tion about women in the armed forces has been directed toward
the nothers of young women. Little has been done to Influence
the father, other than on an lndi level. A few members have
presented programs to men's organisations (see chapter on ccemtuni-
cations methods) but in general t ft of the Committee and the
materials ordered by the Seer have been directed
In 1955 Dr. Geone G '« Public Opinion Survey, Inc.
a study for the flepartment of Defense on the "Attitude*
of Adult Civilians toward the Military Services as a Cere
BUs study did not specifically mention women, and it is reason-
able to assume that the answers worJLd vary if the res w
were thinking of military personnel as women instead of men.
This survey was based on 2,00fc interviews ited between
October 31 and Hovember 1#4 1955, considered reliable sample.
In the opinion of those conduct be study, the following five
luslons could be drawn from the I
1. A career tn the military service does nox • great
prestige with adults, at least as ;ny. This is true
0to? :
"both officers and enlist . Xoadeq Lai
irewards, dislike of service di Ine eind regiment Lack
adequate family life, an rtunity to advance than
in civilian 11 ravbacks of a military career
in the pu" mind.
uificr ts to come out of the adult
survey is that the "best e ,iq—in which a high p:
portion of the countr leaders are found--hold a lover
opinion of both office -ted men than do those with
less educ ige of a
highest among the less v/ell educated grou .
3* Mm toes not have a clear-cut idea of
the role of the vario aches of the service during wartime.
They have even less understanding of their role during peacetime*
k+ The civilian public bases its attitudes toward the
military aar ore on reports from people who have heen in
the service tha. ther so.rce of lafuwatloa. The ne-
most often mentioned scarce is personal eacperienco in the servi
She influence of the mass communications media appe | of
secondary im vJLd indicate th
public ons a military service woi-JLft *start
home ,
'
5. Sv:.- :e ind : that the mil
would moo arte to attar ;.n










benefits by encouraging a more normal fan servi
personnel whenever possible is.
In this survey ? tbe publio ranked an officer in the








7. Officer in armed ser
3, Farm owner or operator El
9. Caroenter
10. Badio or TV announcer 170
11. Mail carrier 1^0
. Bookkeeper 121
33. PlHL 119
«r of a small store in city 115
15. Garage mechar 77
hlisted sen in armed services 62
17* Barber
Jtore -16
19. «Bruck driver °7
In answer to a ejueetion attempting to ascertain ^here the
respondents the information on which the;'- based, their
opinions
,
the researchers renorted h<$> said their most imr>ortant
source was people who ha to in service, and r 23$
based it on their own service -lence* Newspapers were
credited by 12$, television by k%, magazines by 3$, radio by 2#,
and motion pictures by 2$,
Evidence of the Importance of te? re-
lation! ram for the military services is 1-
lowing comparisons of the mass communi
-
j had aeon television shows which gave ther
favorable Impression of servicemen, V % had
seen television shows v.;.
Impression.
l8£ bad seen motion e,
5# uni le.
17$ reed newspaper story recent lv whieh ??ave favorable.
Ikp v '-nble.
Xk$ had retid aogaeine erticles v vorebi
3# uni le.
Although the poll does not I: ohe hlf^jest
of un le reports cp-me fro© newspapers, it may be because
newspapers give a large amount of sp- repor: rimes and
misdemeanors, usually ment: one involved is a service-
man or former serviceman, and this type of information would not
be so common in the other mecb*
In some ways, it is surprising that Americans regard
servce in the armed forces with f?s mu< >r as they do. When
Alexis de Vbcqueville visited this country in the I .300s, he
felt thnt "the D tons and hebit. ile of the United
State* are so op oeed to eompv. 1 :ecrui I do not
think it can ever be e»nctione he Laws." le believed th
Ame questionably the most cold and pelenlatin , the
most iziaailit : f I mm; eok, and the most prosaic of all
the nations of the earth."1 Although we are still basically an
^Alexia de Tocq.uevi.lle, Daaocrecy in Am ed. Phi!.
Jaradley (Hew York: Alfred A. I&aopf, 1'
tWti*^ *'i
tarall! 'Hi "been
Le to view a standing railit;
President Johnx 1 for our t
with a view to e been received 1
favor; our countr; r raa:,'' '.dew a military for
iaim.±ty but -! J are that it 1 rteer force.
In 1961 somber, m Advisory Cbiamittee on
Women in the 1 aske /caen coUaga graduates
under age 30 tc rvey questionnaire. The
survey was des:
ing eta •; their re literati-Jw and adver and
vas in thw» sections: (l) MRgasines frequently read, (2) club
ajembersMp, and in chan pe or location
of employment. This vac not ft er . los&xsr
a large netr 10 questionnairee ned to
her filled out by raesbers of the
qp city the aariber \er questiomu'.lrec coiapleted ::.t the
1WCA.---still the c TMEier.tr- added -mta give
an indication of hew e MB Of then viev -
One for cl
.oywent \r.
site thli udent with B. itical Science.,
•ployed by the Hand v
dt "I es in
Ijfeck Bayiiond^Ptetaeon Starts How Draft §**, Pie Sev
2 a v





pjlicy waking area* etc., and feel that the reputations of the
women are not good." This respondent had a B.A. in Politic; 1
Science end Biology, vaa employed as a life insurance sales-
woman. One young women said: "donH lilce uniforms hut would
like to ser. Less veil defined was the reply "anything other
than opportuni oerve my eountr- >xm. Hothin
specifically other than I would not accept a military position.
This respondent had a B.S. in Occupational Therapy, was working
as an occupational there
Women in uniform are often accused of being women of loose
morals. This has been the subject of letters addressed to mem-
bers of QACOWrBS, to the President, the Secretary of Defense,
and members of Congress* ?&e following excerpts ere from three
letters written in 196% forwarded to DftCOWISS for reply, and
now on file in the Seer flee in Washington*
I have also heard many storle t women in the
service, such as their being ' ay of
the masculine branches of the services. Is it true
that there is such low moral standing end poor diss*
pline (sic) in these service branches, or is it just
rumor?
One person that I*ve talked to said she wouldn't
Join if she were me because it changes your repu-
tation of bei irl. She said girls she
knew of, who joined went in as n rlt but came
out bad. She said she read an article on information
that there were so many ermed force women who were
discharged because of pregnancy. And they just always
give me the same answer that they wouldn*t join if
they were me*
**A Survey of Potential Women Officers" (Public Information
Services Subcommittee. Defense Advisory Committee on Women in
the Services, undated), pp. 11-12. (Mimeographed)

3*
Nov for the most Important question and I'm sure
you've heard it before >ut low morals.'
I've h o moat, l sickening things al
the women's services that I don't know what to be-
lieve. But 'wher there's bound to
be fire.' Jforals, I'll admit are the main thing
that make me If I have to lower ay
morals even a little to serve my country then
this is not It seems
shame to have such an awful name attached to the
womens serve. I won. >r be it if you
would be frank with me in discussing this
.
following is from a letter written in late 1963 by a
distressed mother to her Senator:
Our daughte • • seriously considering enlisting in
either Air Force or the WAVES, when
she graduates from. . . "iigh School in June, 1964.
Whenever we menti /one they seem
rather shocked that we would permit such a thii
I felt rathe rtion so I wrote
a letter to an editor of the Seventeen Magazine
which Isas girls on careers or colleges asking
her opinion. The lengthy answer echoed t -ions
of our friends . May I quote from her letter I ' In
other words, while we believe that (she) may find
a happy and profitable career in the services, we
hope she -won't choose t< only because she
will not be able to e tegs. Very frankly,
the services may attract some girls who simply
want to see the world or meet many men. I am well
aware this kind of thinking existed during the
War ;l but I thought people had changed, There m
be something someone can do to change this way
thinking. I'm sure our cervicewomen are not
rate citize
Even though this mother was r jag many negative
opinions,, the fact that her own was not, and that she felt
strongly enough about it to write her Senator, is encour.
Members of DAC0WJ36 have found that tl frequenr
•jpHBtioned about this aspect of the services; the oft cd
.wma§
allegation of loose morals. T question in
of the many M* jvomen they I their members!
on the CoCTQitt' I in teams c -quired knowledge of
the services, I a 1961 Mrs. J, Etre who had
just rotated off the Committee,, r thoughtful letter
from a mother whose deughter "was id in entering the
service. She said they had disc\u;ced the ity with
several young men who had been and that all of them
held low opinion?;; about women in service. in
obtainin ' first hand inform advice
as a mother. Mth the assistance of tfc 3iddle
prepared an HP * her. In 4 mentioned the screening
of youn,-; women "before they arc. r service, the regu-
lations i er whi -ut
pointed out that elthcugh the services will guide and protect
Cirls all they can, in the fin; lysis it is t rl who
must decide what her "behavior -will be, based on the s1 -hi
provided her by her family and associa-.. she was growing up*
With Mrs. Biddi ion, the Secretariat reprodi ie
letter and has given copies of it to all subr ;• members
the Caanittee.
Thlz question of the public's view toward the morals of
servicewomen receives possibly the most concern of oervieevomeia
and DACCWKPS members, and is an area in which they are acutely






k» Where the accusation. Is an isolated instance of
criticism in generally favorable community sentiment
and c affluent, it is desirable to accompany silence on
the accusation vith action related to the charge brought.1
Points 2 and 3 appear moot relevant to the problem. Some mem-
bers believe in facing the issue squarely and, as an individual
vith prestige, issue a positive denial. Others feel that silence
is best as this is a nebulous thing, almost impossible to dispel
in the minds of those who want to believe It.
One of the most popular booklets prepared under the aus-
pices of DACOvEES is Your Daughter's Role in Today's World ,
©lis has been in circulation for 10 years, being reprinted
several times and revised in 1961. This 12 page pamphlet is
addressed to parents, with a foreword from the Armed Forces
Chaplains Board. Written in question and answer form, the
pamphlet endeavors to answer the questions most frequently asked
by parents. On page 9 it takes up the question of the moral
standards of women in the armed forces, and answers it in a
positive fashion. It emphasizes the high standards of the
kg which they bring with them from home and which are then
to by the armed forces, but also frankly admits that there
exceptions, The discussion of this problem is full and com-
plete, and designed to be reassurin . That this has worked at
least one time is known to the author. In response to my question
John Powell, Anatomy of Public Opinion (Sfeglewood
Cliffs, H. J.: Prentice-Hall, Inc., 1951)/ p. **o5.
.:,wv; ' »> I
35
of a Havy assign ae to whether or not she knew what DACOWUJS
waa, she replied that DACCWS6B was the reason she was in the
fevy. It was only after her mother had read Your Daughter's
Bole that she agreed for her to join the Ravy, Althowh she
could have entered legally without her other's permission*






of an obstacle than the enduring question about morals
is that few peo ar think about women in the services at all.
Since the subject is not one that affects them personally, they
do not give it consideration or form an opinion. "Ideas fail
to »ove «he« few are interacted."1 lb break though this apathy,
and attempt to i&b large segments of the general public to give
some thought to the subject of women in the armed forces, members
of the Defense Advisory Committee must make use of a variety of
methods. A suggestion carried by mass mec< is face-to-ft
reinforcement is more likely to be accepted than a suggest
i
carried by either alone,, other things being equt To ascer-
tain the types of communications methods employed and the fre-
quency of use of each method, a questionnaire was devised.
(Appendix A). This questionnaire was mailed on March 13 to the
129 women who served at least two years on the committee between
January 1, 1954 and January 1, 1964 (Appendix B)» A second request
. 17.
o
"Will ~amm, "Introductory Bote: The Nature and
Behavior of Attitudes," The Process and Effects of Mess Commu-
nication (Urbaam, HI.: University of lilinoieHftress , 196>iT~
P. 213.
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was seat on Kay 11 to the approximately 50$ who had not re
sponded. Jty July 15 a total o oaaen had replied, approxi-
mately Gkf of those ]x>lled. Hineteei ,he BS did not fill
out the questionnaire but wrote concents which will be included
in the discussion. Of the >nnaires, sons
respondents left some sections blank, and some respondents in-
dicated methods used wit. he frequency* Although
the masker of responses is too small, particularly in the sub-
categories, rait definitive Interpretation, the results are
worthy of consideration. I: chapter the methods used will
be discussed. Tables shoving frequency of use ere in Appendix C.








A. listing of methods considered most effective
B. Feedback
C. Member's evaluation as to whether or not anyone
changed opinion as result of her efforts
The respondents are divided into these categories:
Civic leaders
8 Bfltueators (classroom teachers and guidance counselors)
7 University deans and professors
5 Government and politics
6 Allied medical (I ng, 1 diete. • onal
therapy)
13 Miscellaneous (5 mass media, 1 engineer, 1 banker,
1 doctor, 1 business consultant, 1 placement service,
1 labor unions- 1 public relations, 1 business executive)
Bach part of section I of the questionnaire will be tr.






section will then be tabulated with audiences combined by
types as follovs: (military groups and "other" will be ex-
cluded from the combined form)
Schools - high school., colleges




Organizations - professional groups, men's civic groups,
women's civic groups
Media - television, radio,
TABLE A.l,—Talks by member on subject of women in the services:
(Figures at top of each column indicate number of
respondents. Figures in each column indicate number
using that method).
(23) (8) (7) (5) (6) (12) (61)
Audience type Civ Idr Ed Univ Gov't Medical Misc Total
High schools 11 2 2 2 2 23
Colleges 10 3 2 2 2 1 20
Nursing groups......... 11 3 .. 1 2 1 18
Dietitians k 1 .. .. 1 .. 6
Occ . therapists 3 1 .. .. 1
Physical therapists . . .
.
k 1
Professional groups.... 7 112 3 5 19
Men's civic groups 10 ..2 .. 16
Women's civic groups... 20 7 2 k 2k 39
Military groups 6 1 1 .. 3 13
Television 16 k 2 1 1 3 27
Radio 12 2 2 2 1 2 21
Other (church etc .)....
2













TABLE A.l. (combined form)
T 4 k k 3 M
• • 1 k 1 3*
8 5 11 7*
k 3 2 5 W
(23) ) (7) (5) (12) (61)





The only specialised ace used by more than he I che
total respondents was vomer - ips . This audience was
particularly papular with o -eaders, educators, and women in
government, Th±B can be explained partially by the availability
of women's organizations in every eonniunity, their need for
and the members of DACOtfiaiS who favor this audience sre themselves
Members of women's civic organizations * 5!his provides them with
a forum in where they already have influence, and fre-
quently through the members of a group to which they belong they
will gain entree to other groups. Also, being familiar with this
type of organization, they know the methods of approaching then
to gain acceptance for a program. It is not sufficient that
group politely accept a Member of EACCWIBS as a guest speake
the ideas she la advancing must be accepted and discussed. In-
formal discussions within the grouo often encourage some normally
disinterested members to pay attention to communications on the
subjec: ..natinr outside the grou. .




To assist members in havin r -name accepted by a variety
of organizations, in 1961 two members of the Organisations Sub-
committee who had served on numerous executive committees pre-
pared ft guide for members , "On Contacting Qr^anix&tior .
The audiences for over a third of the respondents were
television, ;chool •-, and radio. The high response
in television and radio is indicative of the recognized use
mass media. The television and radio media were most popular with
civic leaders. Because most of the civic leaders appointed to
DACOKEPS are women who are recognised in their communities , they
have found that where local television stations have "women's"
programs they generally experience little difficulty in being
interviewed about their work with the Conmittee. Local radio
stations reachable in most areas. Appearances of
members on television and radio stations in areas such as New
York and Los Angeles are less frequent, but sane members who
have contacts with people in the broadcasting industry have been
on radio and television in those are .
Recognizin.'X that radio and television were essential mec
to be used in reaching a large segment of the public but equally
aware that the/ were not well enough informed about using these
media to make the Lest use of them, members of MCOWXTS asked
that the members whe were expert prepare a guide, Respor
for preparation of the guide was assumed by four Public Infor-








manager o • sr for an educational
television net; -he women's activities dire com-
xaercial st&t and an interviewer and newscaster for a com-
mercial television station. They developed a ve: vhensive
guide, "So You're Goln ; to Be on Radio or TV*," vhich the services
requested al. ided to their women on recruir fey . Tills
was accomplished, and the guide has been given to incoming DACQWITS
ssfttsys si I.
On | ;he major problems encountered in securing appear-
ances on radio or television is the need for variety ir. subject
matter. Hor -be members are iewed about the work of
ter one interview this topic is fairly well
exhausted. There is need for less breadth and more depth
I matter. Seme of the members wh a more inforr;
on Jo1 onaed by women in the servl xe who them-
selves wer the service during World War II and >&psacm
it with current service, have an opportunity to appear more than
m*
Par one reason for having women with local prestige
appear on locel mass madia speaking affirmatively of the women
in the sear • so that some of their prestige will be trans-
ferred to m ; service for women, Baa mare fact that they
and th ;isldercd important enough to be on the

mass «edia gives added, prestige. Additionally, this helps in-
form others in the community that they are "experts" on the sub-
ject, and consequently they may he contacted for information hy
persons or groups. Social scientists have discovered that in
Boy cases one or more members of an otherwise indifferent froup
do pay sane attention to mass media, voluntary organizations,
or outside individuals and that they then communicate what they
learn to other members." A group that has some latent interest
in the subject of women in the services can be stirred to acti
i
interest if one of these aware individuals persuades the group
to take advantage of the knowledge of the MCOWIES member.
The small number of respondents addressing dietetic, oc-
cupational, and physical therapy groups represents both the
relatively slight emphasis placed on those fields by DACOWrES and
the scarcity of those groups in any one area*. The number of
speeches made to military groups is not of particular im-
portance to this study, as it represents primarily members ex-
plaining the job and purpose of the Committee to their local
military personnel. Although MC0W333S has been in existence
over a decade, its work consists more of publicizing women in
the services than itself, and many in the ajnaad forces are un-
aware of the existence of the Committe -
*Paul F. Lazarsfeld and Robert K. Merton "Mass Communication,
Popular Taste and Organized Social Action," Mass ComKUuications , ed.













Only one-fourth of the respondents have made talks
men's eivie groups on the subject of women in the services.
She Committee has not emphasized male audiences , and it is
frequently much more difficult to .em to accept the ide-
a program on that subject. For example, one memfcer worked for
about two years trying to get the Men's Prayer Breakfast in her
large metropolitan area to have c m about women in the
services. 5his organization composed of many of the promi-
nent men in the area. They alloy her to present the
program, which' she felt was reatest accowplishaen^c
of her tern. It rece ise from the men attend!.
In comparison to the members who worked to secure Inv
tations to speak to groups about women in the services are the
replies frcei two member "I don't recall that I was invited to
give any talks or submit any articles on service women. I we*
able to make mention of th rtunfties in other talks...,
I
tried to 'drag it in.'" and "I recall only one speech in which
I was asked to describe DACOWUB and its works,...However, I
made it a point to weave into all my speeches some reference to







TABLE A,2.—Talks by servicewcMen, arranged by memU
Audience type
(23) (T) (5) (6) (12) (61)
Civ Ldr Ed Univ Gov't Medical Misc Total
High schools 6 6
Colleges 7 5




Professional groups 3 3
Men's civic groups h 1
Wcaen's civic groups 10 3



































11 7 3 2 1 37
3 2 l 3 * • 21
7 1 2 2 6 35
5 • • 2 1 6 33
<>.
I
5This section revealed less action by the —iil urn then their
ovn talks* Ho specialised audience was used by as nany ss haii
of the respondents, end only collage groups end television vere
used by as nany as one-third, .-luce nost of the military vonen
that nsahors work vith in their efforts to publicise vonen in the
services are recruiting personnel, ueu Uy wanes officers, it Is
not surprising that college groups vera the audience nost fre-
anantly arranged by ambers, vith educators and university deans
difficulty in obtaining opportunities to speak vith college
vonen. the acre general thin. , is for then to be told to set up
their display in the student union where they vill be visible
and, theoretically, interested vonen vill talk vith then. Be-
cause of the aaay danands on the tine of college vonen, sad the
laaananafl aataan at anjr aianft Man/ any anaif aaay seaaald an
reluctant to provide tine for a talk by recruiting personnel.
eenbers can often open doors, inpreesiag on collegs effl
the need for college vonen to be evare of the vork be
by vonen in the arned forces, whether or not they are interested
in it for themselves.
aaanaai ham naaareal anal the- anH i tali aan aaaaaal
vhen they ean arrange for the progran to be presented Jointly by
—lift i in ri of all the services, so that the colleges will not be
enevfag partiality to one but still vill not have to devote ad-








msaber of women on recruit; some of the services, and.
the difference in territories eovsgad, sometimes makes arranging
joint presentations a fruat ne request
most frsque. .'
services, or to the chief worn -alters . is for better availa-
bility of women officers fa rarae»
On also, "m^rlly the recruiters that
are presented. Again, these are , i.itary women thttt the
members know best, these m military women whose job
is such that exposure on mass Taedia is desired, to get their
Message t. rger audience.
The next most freque:. -js by servleewomen
arranged by members is to women' Many members
feel that it is highly important for women in uniform to be seo
to help get rid of ster Bid by members of the community.
Members Indicated this on the questionnaires in such comments
as "After seeing and taikir ,'ine young women in pers;
the opinion of many people as to these women were change . "li .
one ever met, talked with, or a servlcewoman without
coming avey with a higher It is much easier for an
audience t gainst women in the services if they don't meet
than face to f
r
For, to be consistent, we must then conjure up an
extreme character in our opponent on the basis of
Ideas we arbitrarily choose as conspicuous. Vhc
on the other hand, we meet actual representatives
of the istortior.. tr imagi-





antagonists 00 mxxy aspirations and lo^i-ltiee
lilce our ovn t : r prejudices ?re imderiaiiied.
The questionnaire c;nnot reveal whether the small mm
mho reported ttsreaglng for servieevonen to appear on programs of
men's civi ips was due to lack of effort or lack of success.
As mentioned, earlier, relatively little emphasis has been pieced
by the committee an IjesTluencing the attitudes of
TABLE A.3.--T* Iks by member and servieewomsn on .yr .">: j* h
And Lean
TiiriBTTr) (5) (6) te> (6i)
Civ LOr Ed tfniv Gov't Medical Misc To.
High schor- 6 • • •
CoHedges 6 2 1
mine groups 8 .. • *- *
Dietitians * » » * •
Occ. therapists 1 • * •
Physical therapists 1 v J. » t *
frofessional groups 1 • S 1
Men's civic groups k * * * * 1
Women's civic groups 9 * « I
Military rroupS 1 *
Television 6 1 1 1
Radio $ » * 1
Other 1 1 *
TABLE A.3. --(combined, form)
O/.soolf; 12 1 1
Medical ;groups • • • » •
IfcSjNK ' tiori£ 18 u » 6

























The subject of women in the aimed forces is seldom of im-
mediate local concern, so a major problem of the members of the
Committee is devising ways of overccraing the apathy of the citi-
zenry of their community in the subject. Since most persons are
more interested in people than in issues, members find it easier
to place programs when they center around specific women in the
services-—their lives, accomplishments , travels, etc.—than when
thee/ offer a talic or program on the general subject of women in
the services. It is preferable that these women be from the
caaaBunity, or be stationed there* Some of the members who had
relatively little success in getting programs accepted felt this
was their major obstacl "I was able to promote very little
here in . . . partly because there are so few women in the services
in this area," "We have very few service women in..». and it
was therefore difficult to arouse interest in the services as a
career for women."
Women on recruiting duty were used by members to supple-
ment local ser/icewomen, or in place of them when they did not
have local e oroblem in using recruiters is that
although their' expertness is seldom questioned, their intentions
are. Too many people have the feeling that since recruiters have
a quota to meet, they will tell you anything to get you to
join. Whether or not this belief is accurate, it is so wide-
spread fcfc reduces the effectiveness of recruiting personnel in














expects zaan. '.t develops resistance to ac-
ceptance of the me
duty personnel raembc
have been inter in thr of locatin mt ser
icewcraen in their area, This idea has worked veil for some, la
two aspects .dared: why is the person
no longer in service , and fe -rtact with her
service since leaving, if the indi t out of service he-
cause 3he was Mflttppy, un r unsatisfactory, she would
not be a good repreeentative. If she sot out for marriage and
a family, or similar reasons, there is a good chance she has vary
good feeling; pi the service* If she has been out for sev-
eral years and h rbact, caution should be
taken that she does not inadvertent! an outdated impression
about service life and opportunities.
More approbation of senr/icevoiaen by servicemen w lp
with their public acceptance, SACOWXES members believe. !ftiis is
usually forthcoming from the highest ranking officials, and
statements have been publicised hy General Slsenhower, General
Maxwell Taylor. Admiral Mhedtz, and others of similar caliber.
When you get to men on lower levels , their opinions are strongly
influenced by their feelings toward women working outside the home
and by competition they have faced from women, as well as by the
actual performance of women with whom they have been associated.
Ifctty men are still prejudiced against women in the work world.
^Bernard Berelson and Gary A* Stelner, Human Behavior
(lew York: Barcourt, Brace EWorld,. Inc., 1964), jw 53&»
~
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If they accept them at ail, they do so only when women fill
different positions from men and are not placed in supervise
positions over men. A mil ^an who, at some time during his
military career, has lost out on a promotion or desirable j
to a service woman has suffered a blov to his pride, at iher
than accept that a woman w&i Lified than he, this man
will probably rationalize that eiu the job because of her
sex, or through use of her sex. In time, he will probably be-
lieve this, and h- m of women in the services • Be
may have been repulsed in personal advances, and become prejudiced
against servicewomen. Or, he e known one who really was
an ineffective worker or did not maintain as high moral stand-
ards as he felt she should. rsonal contacts may influence
prejudice rious ways, depending upon the nature of the
individual with whom one happens to be associated. :,a- Before
asking a serviceman to express a public opinion about women in
the services, it should be ascertained in private what that
opinion is*
nsfeyland F. Vaughan, Social Psychology (New York: Bie
Odyssey Press IjhS), p« 70*W
ftt
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TABES A. If.—Talks by member o. i mention of














High schools 2 1 3 1 3 2 12
Colleges k 2 1 3 2 02
Nursing groups 3 1 •
.






* • 2 • • 2
Physical therapists -> 1 • * * . • 1
Professional groups 5 5 5 2 2 6 25
Man's civic groups k 1 2 1 Kb
Women's civic groups 13 h 3 k 2 32




Television 5 2 2 • • 2 4 15
Radio i 1 • • 1 k 12
Other 9 * 1 • • 2 „3





In order for ony message to be effective, it must first be
received and accepted by the audience. This ie complicated by the











fact that people do not pay attention to messages about subjects
In which they have no interest, or toward which they are preju-
diced. People tend not to expose themselves to communication
which conflicts with their own predispositions. At talks on
other subjects members will have many in the audience who would
not listen to talks on the subject of women in the armed forces.
By mentioning either the Committee or women in the services in
the text of their talk., or by having it included in their intro-
duction, since the audience is not expecting to be addressed on
this subject their defenses are lowered against it and the idea
may be accepted by some.
KLihu Katz and P. F. Lazarsfeld, Personal Influence
(Glencoe 111.: The Free Press, 1955), p. 96.
•j
.














i schools k 6 1 1 12
Collecss 3 2 1 1 7
Bfursin * 2 1 1 7
Dietitians l 1
Occ . therapists l •
«
• • 1
Physical therapists i »
•
* • • • 1
Professional groups 2 • • • • h
Men's civic groups 1 1 2
Women's civic groups 3 2 • 2 7
Military groups 2 2
Television 5 2 1 2 1 1 12
Other • • • * 2 4
So
TABLE A. 5. (combined form)
Schools 7 8 1 2
Medical groups 6 2 11






The qtuestionnaire specifically excluded tabulation in this category
of films that were shown in conjunction with seme other actlvit
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this tabulation ia not a reflection of the total use of DAC0WIE8
films , but o, their use alone.
During the years covered by this survey the DACCWTB5
films available The Price of Liberty- a 10 minute black
and white film hist vonen in the services
,
issued in 195^;
Holiday for Cuartet , a 15 minute color film about enlisted women
in the four ser issued in 196lj and The Military Burse , a
15 minute color film on nursing in the serviv ^sued in 1962.
The College Woman in the Armed Forces was not issued until late
fall of 1963: no it li doubtful if it is reflected in the above
totals . This would be part of the explanation why a larger
number of filao were showed to high school oxoups , since the
film designed for them has been in circulation longer than the
other speci lias. Of the 60 respondents
, 37 were members
after Holiday for Quartet was issued, 28 when The Military lfarse
was released.
The Committee feels that the production of films about
the work bein 7>erfonaed by vonen in the services, and their show-
ing to as many audiences as they can find for them, is a legitimate
and proper function* The public has the right to know what is
going on in their government, and the vcrious segments of the
government have the responsibility to keep them informed. Sons
writers ay agreement with this, in fact consider providing
^Bernard Jctubin, Public Rel tions and the Bapire State
(Sew Brunswick., H. J. : Rutgers University Press, 195") , p.
'I I ':'<,-;.
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military films for a fjroups as 'ou .... ly propasandistic
.
Films ere a supplemer ool for use in fguililml inform-
Lnion. Same conclus
on the influent. Impi
1. Some films may be effective to same degree in cement:
or some
be least influential in
effec Siose attitudes - nost remote from the
ep
Films sometimes :t or etrenr#hen attitudes
> those Intended.
k. BoncomcK ly increase the in-
formational iienc
5. Filr 11 mA how
lonr the n&e wi] id is unpre-
table reneArch.
5. Sxtroae elalmSj 1 idee t
are ix>tent device for so - f-ood wiJ in
modern soc The clsim that the
movies «aake
o
sinnei jeny of us appears equally un-
amented.'-
Points k p.nd 5 ;>r "Sac College;
Woman in the Arsaed Forces by a quest lonr.Hire administered before
and after shovin ; the film t 18 members of Albion College Pan-
Hellenic Own ambers of Wayne State University Pr
Hellenic Council in 196k. le aee'n,'; the film, 18 knew or
kn_iwn servicewomen and 30 had . !Ehe first two questions




concern infant ained, the final question concer:
in attitude:
1. Hbv would y. knowledge on















rces with those in
Superiorml
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(21) ( ) (5) (11) (5T)
Civ Ldr fid" Uhiv Gov't Medical Hisc Tc
Doily paper k
Sunday paper 7 3
Prof, perl k 2
Qr/% period! 1 2
Gen. Circular . 1 «
College bullc. 3 •
Other (weekly, military) 1
5 21







R, Hess, "The oner, ftfflci
the U. S. Nr. - (unpublished R the:





B.2.--Articles about specific servicevoraen:
on . .- -----
(21) (5) (U) (57)
Madia Civ LOr Wl Univ Gov't Me' Total
Daily paper 8 1 • • • • 1 13
Sunday paper k 2 1 1 • • I









1 • • • * 1 5
Gen circulation mag. 1 • • •
«
* • * * • * l
College 1 * • * * 1
29
TABLE Bo.-~Arto , oeiaber and DACOW335S
Daily paper IT 5 k 5 39
Sunday paper 1 17
Prof, period^ if • •
Ore. period 3 «
.
k
Gen. circulation 1 • • * * • • 1
College "bullc 1 • 1 1 1 8




TABLE B.*-. —Artie .i.e
DACO a
Object which mention membc
>ership:




















Daily paper 5 3 t k
BtOnUHf pm ex* 1 2 1 3 9
Prof, periodical 1 1 1 1 2 3 9
Org. periodical 3 » 1 • * 1 if 9
Gen. circulation mag. l 1 1 • 2 5









The placement of articles in newspapers and magazines is
dependent on what the editors think will interest their readers.
The nature of their audiences place certain limits upon what
they can use, end still retain their audience. If the editor
does not feel the public is interested in reading about women
in the services, the DACOWITS member will have to do a selling
job. Her local infl .rsonnel on the paper will serve
em an entre, but she must have an interesting idea or article to
be used, or m interesting subject so that he will assign a re-
porter to cover
Ifewspapers are only one tool for informing the public about






Interest and information. Juct'ce Felix F:-
Ihe unconse ?refore, imcr on
of . is much more powei
. To
en exten m rer
i shape $e,
end the c. lumns.
us





The other side is that few people reed the ent irs
paper, end an m wooer: o ser- ices,
which is 'subasrged ll res Ifflf on in
pareser:
.
Th news releases about each member's connection
with DACO- he Departnsnt of Defense to the news
•services end meet, these do not stead a
good chenc ised. :s mrde St tbe Universe b
Wisconsin on newspaper onerel pu
was found ely 300 releasee received in
day period by » newspaper. 24? were rejected
received ft same y evening newspaper,
rsjsjisnlj
^•Scott M. end Allen H. Center, £ /e Pt




One EK3iU>er who is the city editor of a nc
that her most effective method of comaunicat:;
the work of women in the services was b es on
particular oearvtcewomen,. which were often picked up by the wire
services. Whether b thes: >uld be used by other
newspaper Ld depend on th :.ions and prejudices
of the editors, who serve as gatekeepers. J- This imTim
familiar i newspaper business enables her to sot
stories, or angles that will make si where personnel not
eacperieneed in the media would not,
DACOKEES has also had columnists as members, and they
include information about the committee and servicewonen at
varyinn t$MM en appro One member, a reporter for
*k* Christian Science Monitor , was jointly ored by her paper
and the Depaxtaent of Defense on a tour of military installations
in Europe. The series of articles , "The Miss Behind the Missile/'
ran every Friday for 17 weeks $0* These were all written
from the human interest and most of them had accompanying
photorraphs. These article^: *r appe
Artie3^£
periodicals have limited re specialized






nay have co, Le influence with their readers. 3-
An article in the Amc Journal of fluraing r mple, will
reach nearly all registered nurses in the United States. 9m
Coasaittee has had cion from this period in
using articles and in reviewing appropriate DACOWrCS publica-
tions and films.
Members are encouraged to Include their membership on
BACCHUS in their official biographies, in Who's 'Who listings,
and in articles about them, ?mer member who did not ind.
cate on her questionnaire that /ord of her Committee membership
had ever appeared in print may be unaware that it is mentioned
in a biography of her former husband: "She participated even-
tually in many civic endeavors., r from the Defense Ad-
visory Committee on women in the Services to the Garden Club of
2
Aaeriea. . In an article in a national women's magazine about
a well known comedian, t .on about his wife did not
include her Committee membership., but did mention twice that she
was an ex-WAC captain, thereby lending her prestige to the idee
of women in the servi
^Tterl I. the Masu Medic on Communi-
cation," Handbo; Psychology , ed. 0. Idndzey (Boston:
195ft), tl. p. 10(55
.
Morris, Mels ^feller, A Biography (Hew
York: Harper & Sons
.
, 19?>0; ff.























l&litary installation 17 3 9 M
Ki^i schools 8 3 1 2 3 13
Colleges 10 2 • • 3 2k
Hursln-; schoo 11 • 1 1 2 If
Occ. Therapy schools 3 1 • • • • * • • • k
Fhys. Therapy schools • • • • 1 • » • • k
Dietetics schoc 5 »
•
• • * • • 5
Hospitals 9 1 1 1 2 2 16
lafilo/TV stations 6 2 3 5 37
Bevspaper offices 18 1 3 3 6 36
CfcgBaizafclon offices 30 1 1 1 2 16
22T
18 9 3 2 42
31 1 3 1 47
36 5 6 U 73







Secluding military installations, since this study is not
concerned nfluenci: internal public -as
visited by more than half o respondents were nevspeper
offices and radio end television stations. In part this would in-















Display of materials 16 5 3 3 2 35
Helped man di 7 1 1 1 •
«
32
Milit^r meetings 6 6 2 3 H
Military at soci
functions 13 i«- 5 33
Info in program 7 t • • 3
Attended for BACOWI 12 Ij- 1 2 I 22
figures must be studied cautiously. After receiving
the questionnaires it became apparent that there was a very vide
interpretation among respondents as to the meaning of the word
"convention" . This shows up more in the report of frequency
than in the number o the method. For example,
one respondent known to the author indicated that she arranged for
military personnel to attend meetJugs 10 times y and arranged for
them to attend social functions connected with conventions 6 times.
This woman, a civic leader.- lives in a sparsely settled state, and
was only a moderately active member. It appears she interpreted
the term bro Another member used the term "dozens" to in-
dl if those t ItMS. These figi*:-. jpear








an over ide use of conventions as vehicles for convey:
ini on to the- le.
SABLES B.--M:'
is ur jt <6of
Activity Ci\ Idr 3d Univ Gov't Medical Misc Tot
Hostess social act
mil. & n 17 6^4 5 4 to
Mil. your mec
social functio 19 7 5^ 5 7 **T
Hostess dinner for
mil. & eivili 10 2 1 1 k 21
Mil. your fpm
dinner . ;resent 8 7 3 1 3 ^
Mil. your re,
opera, etc. 8 1 .. 12
Mil. your at
orsai: 12 3 3 3 k 31
You lunch/dinner guest
as CoomittGe r 16" 6 1 k 10 kl
Proclamation ernor
special day or veek 10 1 » „ 2 1 16
Mil. women i le at
your 9U38& 2 ^
You t] i^end 1 2 6 32
Store 3 .. 2 2 ^ 23
Fashion e <uhb
iforms 8 1 .. 3 1 13
leas of ail. wonwn 15 h h 2
19
>o '
!Biese social and. semi~c; ^
>uler with X>' Byaabe by more
than ha!*.
"The coasauni n-
Lty and co s make © great deal Lfference in the h~
and in Another mamher felt that "it was at the
lunche there was an opportunity for questions and answers
that raost : acquired aost of their knowlc
'.'
V. OTSCTITOiaSS OF CGMMUHICATIOB MSIBODS
Accurately assessing the tiveness of communications
used by members ox' the Defense Advisory Committee on
nhe Services cannot be accomplished as there have been
no control roups established, .trolled studies made. How-
ever, the members vere asked in Section II of the questionnaire
to give their ilons of vhat methods had been most effective
for them. The information i based on their
own evaluations of their coaaaunication effectiveness.
TABLE A, --Methods considered most effective by members : (Respon-
dents were requested to list 5 methods, in descending order of
effectiveness. Some listed fever then 5. This was an open ended
question, but the replies can rized as follows)
(1*0 ) (5) 00 (3) (S) (40)
Method Civ Ldr Bd Univ Gov't Medical Misc Total
Speeches to gNqpi by
1st k ..1 ..8
2nd l 1 1 .. 115






.... 1 m 1
j'di 1 .. *• • .. «. x

















functions* 1st J 1 »
•
• • • • 3 7
2nd • • | 1 •
»
• • 1
3rd 1 • * • • 1 1 6
Hh 2 1 1 • • • • h
5th 1 » « • i • • • * • 1
Total 9 3 1 1 1 4 19
Articles in MBfi* ines
end papers: let * 1 • • • • 1 •
«
2
Sni 1 1 » • • 1 • • 1
3 1 < • 1 • 1 6
kth 1 1 • • • • • • • • a
5th 1 1 •
»
• • 1 5
Totcl 7 5 1 1 2 IB
Face to face contacts
1st * • 1 2 1 6
°nc 1 »
•
• ' • • 1 2
3rd . * » 1 • 1 2
Uth 2 1 • • # • •
»
3
5th • • • • 1 • • 1












lot 1 1 * * • • 2
2nd 1 • * « ft * •• » 1
3*3 • • • * X 1 1 3
to 1 »
•
1 • > • 2 1
5th • * i 1 1 • • 3
Tot 3 1 3 13
Getting ««rvicevcaaen on





2nd 1 1 • • • • • • * a 2
3rd 1 1 • « • • » • 2
tftfe • « • • 1 1 1 3
5th • • «« » i • • • • • • • •
Total 3 l 1 1 1 11
DACOWETS filas
1st * • * • « •
2nd 1 * • • 1 1 3
3vi • * 1 • • « • 3
Hh 1 »
«
• • • 1 2
5th 1 • • • • • • • 1
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X.BX, • • M
2nd • • • • • •
3rd * . * • 1
fcth « » • * « •
5th • • 1
































Letters to various Inflntnt 1 received a 2nd and a 4th
place vote by Civ I 3rd by Gov't, for a totnl of 3 votes.
Panel presentations \ received a 1st place vote by Hi. TJr
and Gov't for to-«- votes.
Having servicewsnen el functions received one lat
piece (Misc) and one 2nd place (Gov't) for a total of ;o.
The follow : . h race ne 1st place vote, no others:
1. Publlcit servicevanvm (Kisc),
2. Visit of nurses to an Air Force base ilawa an Operation
Alert vss staged, Well co-.Taped by loc? 1 news Media, fila aade by
television station recent, -.amtomt for future use. (Civ Ldr).
"Tribite to Burses" program, no fvrther explanation
given. (tfniv).
k. Pic.tires of atasber v in visiting aervicewoaen for use
in lot ?ss (Misc).
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5. Study to encourage civilian nursing schools to fMft
credit to hoi rpemer. r service tr and ex-
Ldr).
One ' vote was given to a special Women in the
Services wee; i services toured the
engftfwrnts , arid xatss raec
•-ge. Week was par;. >red by a civic organization.
(Civ Ldr. I this « ier who arranged for
nurses to per
.cfc she gave her
first place vote.)
One 3rd place vote went zjjt a special three-day program on
nomen in uniform (Civ Ldr).
One 3rd ...ag servicewoaen on the
reviewin | ct parades (Misc).
One >t Ml vote was for distribution of printed mater-
ials (Civ Ldr).
Aithourh 63 members filled out some sections of the question-
re, only ';0 attempted to r this section assessing their
methods. Mo method received a majority of votes. "Speeches to
/ajroups by aaakera" received 8 first place and 5 second
votes, with • total vote of 19 • Ike first and second piece votes
were aj^roatimately evenly divided between civic leaders and pro-
fessional women. Five of the lh civic leaders gave this either first
or second place, and 8 of the 26 professional women. MServicewomen





the votes we A second places, with 7 first and 1
second. ''Articles in UBfgftzlMM end nevspapersM had & total vote
of I - e MR,)- 9i the votes were for third and fifth places.
"Face J M contacts" had i ly Ik, but the majority of
the votes vere for f lace. "Getting servicewemen
on of only 11 had 6 votes for first
end ser is* Kb other methods received more then 5 combined
first end s^ e votes.
TABLE! B.- -Response to methods (feedback)
(19) (T) I (k) 16) («J)
Hype Civ Idr Bd Ifaiv Gov't Medical Kisc Total
requested frosa
who saw one 15 6 4 33
Program requested from
someone who he
one you presented 11
Letters, result of pre
you present 10 5
Letters, result x
TV program 6 4
^telephone cell, result
program presented Ik k
Calls from redia/TV shew 11 5
Calls, result of minted
5
i 1 it pi




2 3 2 25
3 3 24
1 2 .. 11
Face-to-face comments
on program 12 5 3 2 5 * 31
, rcdio/TV show 10 3 2 2 2^
\, result of
printed materiel 5 k k 2 11

2ABLB B.~ (combined form)
(19) (?) ( (h) (C) ( ) (hS)




k 10 15 17
14 6 fc 5 7 65
10 i 3 1 28
Membero received the greatest ieedbac:- .^^rams presented,
due in pert to the actual physical contact between the member and
her audience. In view of the unseen audience aspect of the noes
Bedi:
p the feedback to this was good and in many cases opened the
way i';r inter -ersonal contacts between the DACOWHB members sat
various opinion leaders. Pev opinion leaders communicate new ideas
to other members of the group merely because en idea, is presented
by the mass medio.; it is generally necessary that there be a acre
person . someone who has prestige favoring the ides.
If the QAC0VI3JS member is from the same s nd educational level
ss the opinion leader in question, she may be the determining influence,
If she is more than two levels away from the opinion leader, it will
probably be necessary fmY her to influence an intermediary. According
to stud las c men and women, the individuals exerting influence
on group oT.in.ion leaders are frost the seme stratum, or ma more than
one above. This may require that a member do face-to-face contacts
irith a number >wer l*evel influentials in order for the desired




concentrated their efforts on school deans, on the theory that
the dean would have better success them they in influenci:
the college students. In many cases the de^ns have reported
that they worked thrown the women student leaders—members of
Hortar Board. Associated Women Students, Pan Hellenic, etc.-
influence other students.
C. The final question of the questionnaire, another
ended one, vas designed to five the member a chance to reiterate
what she felt was important, or to mention it for the first time
if it liad not appeared previously. As to whether or not the mem-
bers felt that by their efforts they had been able to change any-
one's opinion toward military service for women, ko replied "yes",
1* "no" } and the remainder did nswer either way* One member
repfcied "no" but was placed in the "yes" category because her ex-
planation made it obvious she felt she; had effected changes in
tude; as she expressed it in part, "there was considerable less
hostility end more interest after I had been on the Committee and
did a lot of casual day in and day out talking about the women in
the services.
Members were asked on what they based their answer. A
number of the respondents based their replies en comments made
to them by persons who, after hearing them or programs they
presented, no longer had negative thou#its.
1. I think a number of men look more tolerantly
on tli women in uniform.
I Ml
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You rave me an utterly d ifferent i ire of women
A number of older and younger U have told
me that ay enthusiasm for end its on nil.
service for women had eh their opinion of it.
of the other reasons expressed by members for feel
they hfsd accomplished juoted
The efforts o. .-mer £•' > members *ue
espec -n the 'person t
IflHg term her in.
ring the three years on Committee.
5. I feel that many in certain circles had never been
"exposed'" to women ii :.,le to sh
sesrvioevooMn to these people and open a new vista of t
1 id.
or, I don' the results are. As
a writer I keep la mind i$ily favorable impressions
made upon me during my terta on the committee, also impres-
sions gained of women in the services.
7. Also important is inionain
; ;
women In general that
these rtunlties I Bvery little th-
he.1 this respect, and this is basic.
8, 3foere is some evidence that (face to face t :h to
friant Intunees) mad lapression, as I have
had, and still have, friends refer to my membership on
DAC0WI2S and ask me to tell ftbout it at informal -rther-
Her (VAC officer) presence end that of her successor
did m> ^er the subtle negetivism of the community
as she her place naturally and graciously in the
profe;- 1, social, and religious life of the communit
Woman in uniform are too isolated from civilian life
for this change to come about naturally.
10. People ore still inqv; at some of the girls
t I ei- lusd. Many minds wore changed.
11. Some of our counselors hesitated to recommend a
vj services, but nov they tell our stude
to consider such career and use DACOWTS publications.

12. After e panel at signer conference of teachers, there
was zvosm. reat
interest in i xi to women in t
services. Ho man ed something new.
ince my maskxtn. aie interest
on the p cs.
14, Beliits ml
no profe .-onnect' r>und that nothinc
equal the perBou-t • -.;ertio
alveys wonderful—because of the servicewomenl J
15. I tefla P » result*
but I do know ;es
•p iterest in others,
• After a ;he men's /servi,
k with
recruiters. After % the TV jra$praras 5 women's
-a request . - arwerda were
full of intelligent questions. !Z5iey certainly up-
f-raded their ideas on w q the eeervicee, % best
response he 8 been from the /eople who had
un- sed ideas on ser
World Wer II,
Although the attitude change may have been slight, and only
on the ptrt of a few persons, apparently some members of DACQMWt
have at least received the impression that they succeeded in some
attitude chan e. Others sure of the effect of members
on the public felt that committee membership had affected the members,
17. If only the members received the "indoctrination",
i.e. the knowledge of I worthwhile the -work
done by women in the sex I still think that the
committee would be worthwhile.
. When I became a membe 3 passive''
interested in the military service as a career for women.
It . howe * ofore I became an enthusiastic
convert,
19. I oiess once a QAC one can never give up working
for womc.
1* 30
ttri the assibers, based in most
on feed?- *e that the use of opinion leaders by the
Voptrtzmii or De .nXoxn fine gMssV




The Defense Advisory Committee on Women in the Service*
has now been in existence over • decade, end has been performing
the seme general functions since 195*1. Bach member has had the
assignment of informing the eneral public of the role >f and
need for vomen in the services, Bach has approached it dif-
ferently, depending on her own spheres of influence end her
understanding of hov the attitude of the public is influenced.
Based on questionnaire returns, the two methods used most fre-
quently and. which the members gams the hipjfaest effectiveness
ratings were: (l) members tslkin to groups about vomen in the
services, and (2) members having servicewomen attend social
functions where there were also civilians present.
The opinion leadership exercised by the Committee is a
sjsjsjbint tion of vertical and tfital leadership. The members
represent varying levels in society, even though all are women
with influence. The civic leader who serves on civic boards,
holds trusteeships, and raises money for the symphony has
quite different contacts from the woman who is fuidance counselor
in s metropolitan high school and holds offices in professional
organizations, or the women who is director of women's M es




increases the levels of horizontal leadwwhip. And horizontal
leadership work© not only on the sane level, but on one and
occasionally two levels above and below that of the opini
leader. On these levels the DAC0WX95 members seek out the
cosmopolites, ersons who pay attention to outside inform-
ation on women in the services available to more people. Verti
leadership is inherent in the com of the Committee. Those
are members who are expected t eful figures who can
transfer their prestige to !litsty Dervice a» a career field
for women.
the use of tions to Inform the .public of the role
of women in the services means t rsons in the lower classes
probably will not be reached, at the -i.Ieipate in few voluntary
organizations.^ The Committee depends on the mass media for
reaching them, but as revealed in the 1955 Gallup Poll, discussed
in Chapter III arsons in the lower classes have a more favorable
opinion toward the military services as an occupation than do
others. The major shortage of women applicants has been I
officer coasniMions. Since a college degree is a prerequisite,
most of the prospective officer • its are from the middle,
upper middle and lover upper classes, where there appears to be





icers. People in these classes do belong to
organ iaat ; one
.
It has been suggested, thi t on information seturotion
campaign would solve thi- misunder;. Past
•qperlenc© does not support this. In 19^7 several orgeminations
conducted re extensive six-months m^es ecaaaunicatione campei gn
in Cincinnati, orese tin, information alMWl the United Rations
and vorld affairs. T! ous coebbi ;ns facilities of the
city were used extensively during the period- -newspapers, radio,
pamphlets , signs, posters, speeches, and meetings. She Rational
Opinion Research Center of the Ur uated
the campaign on a before-after basis* There was no si
influence on the public's knowledge- interest, opinions, or
behavior concern! n, the United Hations or world affairs. For
ample, before the campaign 30 percent of the adults in Cincin-
nati apparently were unfamiliar v; th the main purpose of the
United BatIons, or even realised its c ncern with kee \m
peace. After the campaign this figure was 28 percent—a ga
of only 2 percent. 1 Similar results have been obtained In other
campaigns. People pay attention to that information in which
they are already interested, and which a^reem with their pre
»ly formed opinion.
^Charles R. wrirtht, Mass Communication (Hew York: Random
House, 1959); p. 101- 10?
.

The members who are letst effective or put forth minimum
effort in the assignment of influc the public result in
v from the selection procedures. The Assistant Secretary
Defense (Manpower ) writes a letter to the Service Secretaries
inviting them to submit nominations, but other than listing
states from which nominations are desired, he does not de
guidelines for selecting nominees. The j ehoine of command
of the Service Secretaries and their wide dissemination of re-
quests for nomination would make detailed advice impractical,
but there could be a few guidelines in the letter. These might
include such guidelines as:(l) members are expected, to devote
time and thought to the problems of women in the services, so
nominations should be limited to those who will contribute;
(?) nominations should not be used Just as s reward for past
services; and (3) a nominee should be a person who is influential
in her own right, not just the wife or other relative of an in-
fluential person.
•election procedures would be further improved if those
asking the final selections had more information on the nominees,
to allow for fine discrimination. The information form presently
used would be more helpful if it required the person making the
nomin tion to express his opinion as to why the nominee would be
s good member of QftCOWEBB.
With Improved selection procedures this Committee should
be even more effective. There should be fewer members who either
l fee A
" £Mi3£4H ilLMPI, «i? '- #tf blUKTS 9990
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accept membership without fulf : the responsibility it car-
ries, or who resifsn for inability to fulfill that responsibility.
Since most members interviewed agreed that the first year of
twbership is spent 1 it is
only in the sec i years that they are reclly effective,
a faster mem1 turnover about by resignations reduces
the effectiveness of the Committee.
Women who are invited to serve on DAC0WITS should know th
they will be expected to devoi ight and time to the problems
facing the Committee, more :hat consisasd by the semi-anna
meetings. Jhe invitation to membership is signed by the Secre-
tary of Defense, f nd his staff has instructed the Secretariat of
DACOWITS (where the letter of hi is prepared) that the
letter sr; 11 not exceed one ps^e in length. This naturally li»its
the .-.mount of i- :lon, and some members receive varying im-
pressions m to whet all vi '!. ;»lved in committee membership.
Some notice that the letter M I "advising the Department of
Defense" and "semi -annual meetings in Washington" and this, linked
with the vord "Advisory" in the name, leads them to th-. iuaion
that most of the work of the Committee takes place during the semi-
annual mee 'Inform the general public of the role of women
in the services" falls to register with some as involving additional
time and effort. Some members who resigned from the Commit fee© ex-
pressed prlvatel they not devote sufficient time?
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one resi-nee expressed it in writings
I bad tth the Committee
and with you, but I simply do not have time x
tribute vhr:t I sho.ld. I Oo think those re i sked
pointment s! o* given a full explanation
of what is expected of committee members. Had I known
how much tiiae Ived, I would never (hn
accepted..
The Seer :ad a Fact Sheet about the Committee,
which is given In que rs to use In explaining the
Gonadttee to the mass met:!:
,
or , one, etc. this Fact fljioet
could be enclosed with the Secretary's letter .on. Ihe
nominee would then have a better understan- a which to base
her acceptance or rejection.
Attitude iormation and change is M o-time thin , but
requires continued attention I m* Like a garden, you cannot
eimpiy plant the seed, ignore it, :-nd expect an abundance of
beautiful olooms. Each member : imlted
aaoynt during her three year tour of duty, but the work she does,
the contacts she makes, aho Id not be lost. Bach member, soon
after her appointment to the Committee, should be given the names
and addressee of all former members in her geographical arte end,
when applicable, her profession. She should be encouraged to ,*et
in touch w th them and learn of their activities while on the
Committee. Former Bombers aho notified of I new member T o
appointment tai requested to get in touch with her. In interview
with current m icr members, they emphasized the need for
contact of this type. 'Rsey felt that all appropriate

t be notified, not just those recent* .
tired fro® the Committee.
Ac seen In the returns on the qtueet ionnaires end in the
files of the Seer:. , the primry audience of the program
sad inforafition? 1 materials of the Committee has heen women's
groups. A sroup that has been alaost completely neglected Is
that of children below the hirh school level. Although Com-
mittee members and ml women alike agree their
mjor problem is to increase public knowledge of the role of
in the services, none of the Coan&ttee-produced literature
been geared to the young audience.
Okie masher wrote to the leading figure sion
designee he pre~3chool child, recnsnendln - the In-
dus Ion. of informc.tion about servicevomn In his program, but
received no reply, fhere is no evidence of other sttmjuta to
reach children this y On « nother levels a neater wrote to
the author of p hooks for pre-teen girls, suggest a that
she use s servicevosjan as a heroine-, but that author replied th
she was no longer The Committee once reccesaended the
jUmeii I 1 1 ii i of dolls or marionettes dressed lite servicewomen, and
s mariner obtained a tentative comdtnsnt from i firm to produce
some for comarcirl sale, but this idea vas not favorably received
by the Oi f Assistant Secretary of Defense (Public Affairs).
In vie ast evidence that children begin forming their




shov -6 more -.ctive interest in lnsur children
accurate lnf on on which to form their opinions.
% the time the child finishes high school, Mb basic
orientation toward life and the world about hi*, rly
well fixed. His stereotypes ecome store detailed,
complex, end often More L His bene, less
ver ore difficult to influence si.iiif y.
Hit; oudes h&vQ some consistency, end sre on
l pre/lour- experience , whether selective
perception or relet 1
.
bicsed leemine froia reality.
Be is well on the way to becomi. ier a deraocr iy
inclined, relatlvely rational, analytical, perce
in si, or an authoritarian, conform: nter-
nationalist, or o. blend of these and other c . ^.stics.
Iht- ~on of an in< : -his t£i le\e3. May still
be altered, but usually more a is re or-
reconcelved notions than at an earlier &^e.^
Children receive some information from their family and
groups, but they can also be reached by the mass media. When
considering the television medium for school tfll children, people
tend to think first of the children's shows, but these are not
the shows with the 1 rgest pre-teen audiences. According to a
survey of OfctftagP school children of their favorite 19&3 television
rams, the majority of those listed were ones usually considered
adult. The favorite television raas were:











7. Jted Skelton Show
lent Men
10. Lassie
^-Alfred 0. Htro, Aimfflyni in ttorld Affairs (Boston: World
Peace Foundations, 1959,- p. ifc
2p
. iaBKry of Yei-rly Studies
Teleview! £Lamentary English ,, (Oct. 1 j) ).
Beverly Hillbillies
Lucy Shew










At as the is with children, it may
that when U : the WAVES, or
put on tb ;is, th< dec of
women bei- >he services then could the children*
s
programs. / that
they T^i-d looks associated wit]
•svy I juey Show" to write books for
children on tucy's adventures vlth the Bcv would help en-
trench the ide.
One point that must b© considered by any perso:. :ng
materials or speeches about women in the services is that this
should not be emphasized as a peer. In our
rls ere ,ied from ifcerest in any kind of woifc
which micht recede or the desire to have a fsaily.^-
warnm t in Bervice
once she becomes a Bother, de career as a lifetime
.Job would £ the Ideal. Analyse* of the muss aedia sh
that every sin rl in the media world has a driving ambition
to schiev g*. Her energies may be presently I
vertec by her c reer, but it is clear that vhen the right man
comes along, lb I happily quit her work and settle down.2
Social scientists a.-tree that women are Btro fluenced
*gr men in their decisions, and this includes the careers they
i ~ •- \ a
'
:
Immvia i tfammi The Emma Ima
fleams, ed. lever 1 Benner Csmsera (Bosto- Beacon Press, 1962) • xii




, President of Vaster Colic
wrote la letter to the June 9, 196k:
ft inly true that the attitudes of men
frequently Influence y their choice Q
cereer. yomen-- in 1th Betty Friedas
Feminine Hyatigue~ "?'re reluct enter car vhich
in the eyes of men will make them seem to he unfeminine.
Certainly it is important to modify the .de
' men t :aen enter • armed services.
For sever;! years there was a Committee recommendation that a
booklet be designed for the male audience, but this was dropped
when there was I budget cut. Several times during Washington
meeting sane members have mentioned the need to get fathers and
hoy friends in favor of women in the armed farces, but these
Suggestions b rece ve Committee approval, usually because
of budget limit i. More attention should be given to the
male audien
Influenc .sen will require more than
Just present -ogres* about the role of servicewomen . Men may
listen to wooer their advice in socially-approved arer
s
of women* s influence such as fsshion or marketing, but they do
not consider women .-ties in most areas, such as the
of our bsssjAi
Virt bo men women for advice on (world
affairs) men seldom have any opportunity of of-
. to them, de woman wbc aflueace
Ld affairs is therefore rare indeed,
an eaonc: the more sophisticated reaches of most
eosmmu a especially pertinent observation when
!: 1H
sideara that many world affairs projects attract
primarily women rr.ther than men as members • *•
Sot only do mei > men for their ad I most areas sad
accept tL iniona in i^reference to women's, women also prefer
men for their mentors . Consideration should be ~iven not only to
paying more attention to the male audience, but also to bavin:; the
—iiliiriihip of the Committee composed of both men and women, this
would add welrlit to the suggestions made by the Committee to the
Dspartaent of Defense, there have been instances vhere the Coa-
alttee has met vith a notable lack of success in carrying out
Function B of Department of Defense Directive 51P0.1U, to advise
the Department. Since the major decisions in the Department are
made almost completely by men, the sals of the Committee mi
be better accepted If the Committee vera composed in part of men.
ml M ssiampli the immmttiM Mil ;' rv-' ytsml v; IsM Wsmwrnl the
legislative restrictions on the promotion of women to the hirfcer
ranks, the recemmandation usually obtained approve m the
Assistant Secretary of Defense (Manpower), but would lose with the
group that prepared the personnel legislation for presentation
to Congees. Finally, a DACCWXBS mambar who was also on the
Federal employment Subcommittee of the President* a Commission on
the Status of Women presented the problem to that -ribbon com-
mission. They studied the topic nd recommended., directly to the
Secretary of Defense, -he le ...ive restrictions be removed
• ? i.T»f£ irffi^*ft*, i •>
'.
'
J nt-v mtm ft
-
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from the proposed personr ion then being j^reyered 1
submission to Congress. This was done. The necess lag
throu#i another, o I .f lly
ascribed to the Committee w.nild indie k of direction,
purpose, or true effectiveness on t DACOtflT
In recent years the ad\ S tftfl Committee has
had decreased amounts of time devoted to it. This can he credi
to several reasons: vith the pas- f time vomsn have became
inte^rrted Into the armed for ..one of the recommendations
by DftCOWm? have been acted on by the Department of Defense,
removing them from the need for furt: m; and the
services prefer to keep t less vithin their own service.
the Directors of the women in the es have shown rreat re-
luctance to have the members exere lee 1 t function,
the members to he ,.h the r;enerr.l public, not to
involved in the internal sogfcfaajl of their services. 13ns
appeal to have ambivalent feelings—they do not wt
to involve themselves in iftiat they consider intern
affairs, but they do desire full i issjuiililji assistance on problems
which they deem ;«nce b«t they have been un-
to resolve vithin the areas of o^^erv'- en to them.
This disinclination of the Directors to have ©embers Inves-
tigate and advise on internal areas is both diacourr
upsetting to the members, who feel that their advisory function
Is the one o -ixy importance, "There's a price to be paid

in ubI ) committees. The ice must be given
earnest consideration or els© the ©sture will backfire. Bo
one IDMH to serve as a show-wii /»nuaq,uin/ Bill thought
baa been egtfl'—ed rurally by members*
In line with tho : jome members nave
conducted studies expressly es, in areas ?ir
particular expertise. The cervices have not always laade use of
these studies. In sons cases the results of studies vera forwarded
to the services by the Secret.' r '.'ith no follow-up rapde to see
whet was done with them. Some studies were stepped in the Secre-
tariat by a request from on© or raore services that the study not
be disseminated. Occasionrlly raembero have put in a great deal
time end effort in one particular area, msdh. as housing for
bachelor personnel, but with inconclusive results , often due to
lack of direction or coordinntio- .
de curtailment of the Ccxsnittee's advisor on is an
area that needs ouch attention from the Imwurtment of Defense. It
Is currently justified by the the Directive which
states in part: "Advise the Assistant Secretary of Defense (Mr
power ) and the military departments, as requested, on matters re-
lating to the women in the services . " The parenthetical express
"as requested" is the brake on the si iy function. If h'
ber members are to be retained on the Committee. Ihe Secre-
and Directors should exercise rreet discretion and tret
kJutl; Center, o, 103-

in dl8courafsi.iv; the invertigative and advisory function of th*
Committee. If this function is to be mitigated, it should be
downgraded in importance in the v of the Secretary's letter
inviting nominees to become members . They should not be <~iven
the impression lbs* the main purpose of the Coasalttee is to adviss
the Department of Defense.
Want that ova* a deeade has passed since the establishment
of the Defense Advisory Commit Women in the Services, it is
time for the Coomittee to decide if it should continue in the seme
direction , or if changes are dealrrhle. When Alice in Wonderland
asked the Cheshire Cat which way she ou$ht to go,, the tat replied
that it depended a great deal on where she wanted to get. Thus
is with an advisory committee.
At the time DAC0WJS9 was organized,, women had been am inte-
gral part of the armed forces only a few years, sad ware still
working to he aeeeptad and to achieve opportunities for full ex-
pression of their abilities. The Committee has helped, both within
the ermed forces and. with the general public. With the passing
of years women have become well integrated within the armed forces.,
sad have fev aras resnt ininf that apply only to women. Ad-
dition ewomen defin orefer to be an integral part
of the nrmed forces, not a separate corps or auxiliary. The mere
existence of an advisory committee on women in the services helps





In 3 f>nd. i Ility of the
formed force: *i'*iete\y volunteer or^EniEations—due to
the event elimlnatinr the draft end to the
uld reduce the f ,.' the
service Id examine the possibility of expanding
its s iclude all military personnel. Studlee have shown
I the role of most personnel In the
araed forces
.
at "11 tend to think In terms of the nan in the fox-
irson oper cobdIsqc Machinery , firing
lethal w nseen The experience of the Committee
in infj f the role of women in the
services raost helpful in informin/ 1; the public of the
role :el in the services. If reorganized, however, the
Committee should retain as a specific function their concern about
women in the armed forces. As long as women are limited to no more
thsr. ihe tot~l strength of the ©need forces, truly
fittin tfc aitien of linn 1%, they will need a vol.
The m. one Defense Advisory Committee on Women in
the Services can perform function not specifically assigned ;.
them, but our culture, dey can keep the officicle
the armed forces, per rly in arses affecting women, from
becoming insulated from the true public. Bxe health of a demo-
cratic societ be measured in terms of the quality of services
rendered by citizens who set in "obedience to the unenforces
lBduard C. Idndeman, 'The Volunteer/ 1 Leadership in Volun-
less |sterprlse ] ed« 2b rles '• Msrrlflela (lew York: Oceans





Ik rs on the aec
Advisory C tee on Women in the Services I
Ciime most interested in the committee and its wo:
year I am work at Boston Un i
Public Relations ns, under the N
graduate kdu. i Program. For my master's the
making a s of DACQWITS, A copy of the
will ba given to the ee Secretariat*
The 1 cover the decade bt \ng Janu
when the committee was reorganized into its present form
Although much of the information on committee
available in >ecretariat files .in Wcj our I
ia needed in providing data on communications meth ;ad
by memoers to interpret to the gene the .
d need for woman xn the service
I would t greatly if you would
enclosed questionnaire and return o me. I r
a aaif-addraased envelope, i ze that most me
not kept a record of every activity they did fox
my purposes will be served if you will give your b.
The information should ba only for the pen
uary 1954 and 1 January 1964.
1 am hopeful tnat my thesis will a
ning its future activities and will add to th
knowledge on the use of opinion lea-
and opinions. Your as
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OFFICE OF THE ASSISTANT SECRETARY OF DEFENSE
WASHINGTON 25, D.C.
MAnpowER 9 March 1964
LCDR Alice V. Bradford, USN
59 St. Paul St, , Apt. 3
Brookline, Mass, 02146
Dear Miss Bradford:
We are delighted with plans for your thesis. Since first learning
of your intention to make a study on the Defense Advisory Committee
on Women in the Services, we have been most interested in the ap-
proach you might take. Now that we have reviewed your prospectus,
may we say it is an excellent piece of work. Clear, concise and
logically developed, it is indicative of the usual thorough treatment
you have given past projects, as evidenced by your work on the
Secretariat staff. An analysis of the methods used in informing the
general public on the service woman's role should be of great value
to the Department of Defense in future utilization and policy direction
of the Committee.
We wish you every success in the further pursuit of this project. If
we can be of assistance in arranging interviews or supplying you with
background information, please let us know.




Executive Secretary to the Defense
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M c
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1. general articles about
women in the services
C. 9 articles about specific
servicewornen
3„ articles about you and
aMCUWITS
4. articles about other
subjects which mention
your 0ACJWIT5 membership
Co Visits as a representative of DACJWITS (other than in con-
nection with semi-annual DACJWiTS meetings.) Indicate number
of times for each item.
.1. to military installations
_2. to high schools
_3. to colleges/universities
p4. to schools of nursing
_5
.
to schools of occupational therapy
_6. to schools of physical therapy
„7<. to schools of dietetics
P . to hospitals
9 a to radio/television stations
e
10o to newspaper offices
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arrang
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Miscella,
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civilian women are invited
t ry women your guests at a social function
,3, ho at a dinner for military and civilian
.i.tary women your 5 * "^ ° *•* +
are also ci <ns
military r guests at
. .
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II. Effectiveness of methods
A. List in descending order the methods that you consider were
most effective for you. Include a minimum of five (.5).
Bo For each item indicate the approximate number of times you
received this particular response to your methods.
_1. request for a program, from someone who saw one you
conducted or sponsored
2. request for a program, froin someone who heard about
one you conducted or sponsored
3 » letters received as result of a program
—
4 « letters resulting from radio/TV appearances
_5. letters resulting from printed material
_6. telephone calls resulting from programs presented
_7. calls, resulting from radio/TV appearances
_8. calls, resulting from printed material
_9. face-to-face comments on a program, other than the
usual "courtesy" comments received
_10. comments on DACQWITS or servicewomen resulting from
radio/TV appearances
_11. comments on DACdiaflTS or servicewomen resulting from
printed material
_12. other (explain)
C. Can you say with any degree of assurance that anyone changed
his/her opinion toward military service for women as a result
of your efforts?
.
If yes, on what do you base your
answer? (use back of page if necessary)

AMUIU I
X L. Mrs. Floyd A. Abbott
Salt Lake City, Utah
X 2. Hies Bertha Adkins
Middleburg, Va.
X 3. Mrs. Francis M. Bain
Denver, Colorado
X k. Mrs. Glenn Belch
Boise, Idaho
X 5. Mrs. Hazel K. Barger
Roanoke, Virginia
X 6. Mrs. Marcellti Beatty
Waahin.ton, D. C.
X 7. Miss Dorothy Bell
Bradford, Mass.
8. Mrs. Milton Berle
Beverly Hills, Calif.
9. Mrs. A.J . Drexel Biddle
Qladwyne, Pennsylvania
X 10. Mrs. Betsy T. Blackwell
Hew York, Hew York
X 11* Miss Sarah G. Blending
Pou^ikeepsie, Hew York
12. Mrs. Sva Bowriog
Merriman, Hebmska
13. Mrs. Francis Boyer
Ardmore, Pennsylvsaia
Ik, Mrs. Dorothy V. H.
Arcadia, Michigan
X 15. Mrs. R. Msa
Austin, Texas
16. Dr. Helen L.
Madison, Wisconsin
17* Mrs. Leslie G. Caldwell
Akron, Ohio
IB. Miss Roma Carpenter
Lincoln, Hebraska
19. Miss RLiz. Clotworthy
Columbia, S. C.
20. Mrs. Allan 5. Charles
Hen Francisco, Calif.
21. Miss Laurent ine Collins
Detroit, Michigan
22. Mrs. William H. Corwlth
South Hempstead, L.I., H.Y.
23. Mrs. Oliver Crovther
Portland, Oregon
24. Mrs. Wa. J. Danforth
Fort Worth, Texas
i. Steve G. Davis
Washington, D. C.
X 26. Miss Joan B. Demus
Vos-thington, w. V .
X 27. Mrs. Stephen Derby
Honolulu, Hawaii
X 28. Mrs. Ambrose Diehl
Francisco, Calif.
X » returned questionnaire, or provided other information
c xtmm
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X 29. Miss Margaret Diwer X ^7.
Boston, Mass.
X 30. Mrs. George Dobranske X 48.
Boston, Mass.
X 31. Mrs. William C. Duffy X ^9.
Sioux fella, S. D.
32. Mrs. Richard Elmen X 50.
Little Rock, Ark.
X 33. Mrs. M. Fleishhacker, Jr. 51.
San Francisco, Calir.
X 34. Mrs. David K. Ford X 52.
Cleveland, Ohio
X 35. Mrs. John T. Galey X 53-
Pittsburgh) Pa.
. Dr. : elma George X 5^.
Cleveland, Ohio
X 37. Miss Lucy D. Germain 55*
New York, Nev York
38. Miss Mary L. Gibbons X 56.
Miller Piece, L.I., N.Y.
X 39- Miss Margaret Gilkey X 57.
Miami, Florida
X kO. Miss Fern W. Gleiser X 58.
Chicago, Illinois
X kl. Mrs. Juliet M. Gregory X 59.
Missoula, Montana
X U2. Mrs. Leonard Haas 60.
Atlanta, Georgia
1*3. Miss Brynhild Haugland 6l.
Minot, North Dakota
X Ij4. Mrs. Ralph V. Hayenga X 62.
St. Paul, Minnesota
X 45. Mrs. John E. Hayes X 63.
Twin Falls, Idaho
X k6. Miss Margaret Hickey 6k,
St. Louis, Missouri
Dr. Beatrice A. Hicks
Bloomfield, Hew Jersey
Mrs, Philip B. Holmes
Amherst, Nev Hampshire
Mrs. Rush D, Holt
Washington, D. C.
Mrs. Feme W. Home
Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania
Mrs. John E. Hurley
New Orleans, La.




Mrs . Maxey Jarman
Nashville, Term.







Nev York, Nev York
Mrs. Hovard Kingman
Los Angeles, Calif.






Mrs. Bradner Lee, Jr.
Los Angeles, California




X 65. Mrs. Bobert M. Levison
San Francisco, Calif.




68. Mrs. Katie Louchheim
Washinrton, D. C.
69. Mrs. Henrietta Ioughran
Boulder, Colorado
70. Mrs. Alfred S. Lucas
Birmingham, Alabama
Z 71. Mrs. Russell T. Lund
MJbmspolis, Hit:..
72. Mia,. Virginia Harraaduk*
fttflfpir. Illinois
73. Mrs. L. D. McClatchey, Sr.
Lake Charles, La.
Out of U.S. fh. Mrs. ft. Louise McManus
F&taouth, M&ss*
X 75. Mrs. Stanley Marcus
Dallas, Tocbb






X 78. Mrs, Loren D. Melton
>ma City, Okla.
X 79. Miss £Lalne Mobley
80. Mrs, Geor?-e A. Moore
Portland, Oregon
















Mrs . William S. Morgan
Nonarn. Okl;
Mrs, Florence K. Murr
Newport R. I.
Mrs . J hn Weecott Myers
Beverly Hills, Calif
.
Mrs. Ruth Cowan Hash
Harpers Ferry, If. Ya.
Btr, Mildred E. Jtewton
ColvBibus, Ohio
Br, Jeanne L. Nolle




Barnard College, N. Y.
Mrs. Margaret Price
Washington, D.
Mrs. Donald A. „iurles
Washizr D. C.
Mrs. J. Oliver Ranson
Hunterr N. C.
Mrs* Janes C. Bay
Shelby ky
Mrs. Benjamins F. Reeves
Louisville, Kentucky
Mrs. I. William RUciuti
Bew Orleans iana




Mrs. Mary C. Rockefeller
New York New York

102
X 99. Mrs. Mary 0. Boebl
Tr 21. J.
X I
X 100, RtM .stine Sadler
War >n, D. C.
117.
101. Mrs. Fred Sanborn
Grer c Foils, Montane
x 118*
Miss Etailie G. Sargent
Detroit, Nlchi@Ki
x 119.
103- lfcu, August Setterlme
Minneapolis, Minn.
10*. Mrs. Bruce Schaefer X 1
X 105. MLse Helen B. Schlemen
West L-fayette, Xnd.
*..-..»
106. Hra. Wsu F. Sennitaler
Bstfesn " BmhtssmsI
X :
Mrs. Clare W. Shank
St. I^uis ; Mo.
X 124,
X 108. Mrs. J nes 0. Sheeaaa
Danville, Kentucky
125.
X 109. Miss Celestine Sibley
Atlanta, Georgia
126.
X 110. Mrs. Cloud Staith
Lincoln, lebraake.
X 12?.
X 111. Mrs. Drue aoith
uhville, !flenneesee
X 128.
X 112. Br. Cylvla A. Sorltln
St. Louis, MUeouri
129.
X 113. Dr. Alice Sowers
Korn£?n ; Oklahoma.
X 114. Mr3. Robert L. Stearns
Denver, Colorado
x 115. : . . Jaylor
Hi-h
Gsrbert von Thaden











Mrs. C. 0. Vermil/ea
Daytona Bee ch, F
Mrs. Morris Dnsell
Fort Smith, Arkansas








Mrs. John S, Wise
Urdison, Wisconsin
Dr. Catherine Worthingbem





A. i.- -Talks by member on subject of women in the services*






















































































































Botes: The first number in each
second .es number of t tan i nssji
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TABLE A.3. --Talks by mesabere end aervicewrasn on same program
zsszssz rm-aji.i 1
Audlenc«
































































































TABLE AA.—fSGOka by asaber on other
or voaen in the se in
subject with mention of BACCfoEFS
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theatre, j (;>era, etc.
Mil. x/omen your
at orr. meeting!
You >Tuest at lunch










Fashion show of women's
uniforms
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Alt the questionnaire results end su: were
not of sufficient . .ty to permit definitive interpretation,
they en be studied for trends. For th summer
eny communication method used by urth of the
respondents, and for an averare of at least five times, vill be
considered significant.
The c with the largest number of s fc results
was A. 1. --Talks by member on subject of women in the to s.
Ihe audiences faJ in the significant c re: women's
civic groups oj col »f«Mlo s;
end men's would edd strength to the idee th
most of the mem se to speak ebout wo—a in the services
as the method of fulfilling their intei ;ive func* This
was the only method in which men's a ps were si?,Tnif5
A.?.—Talks by servicewomen, rrrenf-ed hy mssiber. The only
icent | >re was for c h well
over £ quarter of the members reported usinr, this method f
vosmhi's civi, for television , they did not use it
frequently eno be si The findiv
groups fits in with the cooperation between members and women of-
ficers on recru duty.
A. 3.
--Talks by members and servicewomen on same program.
Bo sifmificant fin
AA.—Talks by member 01 mention of QACOWITS.
This was highly signifie omen's civic 3, the highest
,
of any method reported. It was also significant for profession
tpnut
A.5.~-DAC0WITS films shoved. No signlfleant findings.
Articles (Section B) did. not find as much favor \ T th members
as did speeches. The only ones that were icant were:
(l) generc.l articles about women in the services, in daily papers.
(c') Jirticles about member and DACOWITS. in deilj rs; end (3)
articles about other subjects which mentioned member's DACOVITS
sobership, in daily papers. All the significant responses were
in daily papers. It should be remembered, however, that frequency
of use and effect do not necessarily have correlation. A full-
page spread with pictures in one Sunday paper may be more effective
than articles in 1 doren dail;/ papers, but this questionnaire had
no way of cor effectiveness.
There were a number of sit:nlficant visits made by members
as representatives of DACOKITS (Section C). These were to mili-
inst ma, newspaper offices, organization offices,
radio and television stations, hi;h schools, and hospitals. Over
f of the members visited newspaper offices and radio and tele-
vision si .It tat they used personal visits t
obtain cooper from the mass media, as recommended in most
public re 1 exts.
The only sifpiifleant answer on the use of conventions
(Section D) is have military at social functions.
However, as discussed in cluster IV, this answer is ced

with caution, as it e weathers int. id the term
convent ioi
Under miscellaneous activities (Section found five
significant ones: mi women, {ruests of member ion
stings; mil: L ftmct
aber attend] acowit
ember hostess for social f a atte y military and
civil! s; and member talked with a is on
problems of ser mbi These findings are in line wit'
rec Uy meet women in the
oer
The s
coxaaur >ns methods corrslatss cl h the s members
felt were most or them* Ho
from this, however e either *re used
most frequently lee: use they were most effective, or they were
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the highest per eedbac in the form
of face~to-fnce comments. Next comes with letters
l^st. This is normal; it descends in frequen t increases in
the amount of e required. About the • thing is t':
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